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6.11.09 
Spiri, why did you sell yourself? 

 
95% of the spiris, so-called spiritually oriented people, are blunt liars. And also 95% 

assume they would belong to the 5%. Spiri, your Lie is utterly disgusting, literally vomiting 
provoking – this last thing though you could only find out if you finally would allow your 
Body to Live, and you won’t do that this lifetime, you’re just too afraid. 

Spiri, you totally bow for the Upgoing Female Spiri-Force. You don’t take any Stand 
against the Lie in it. Of course you Know you Lie. But you can’t admit it. You invested 
already too much in the nonsense. You might even lose your income if you’d admit. 
Something in and as You painstakingly registers your Lie, Lie to yourself and, worse even, to 
others, whom, once you’re caught in the spiri-web yourself, you try to get in the same spiri-
camp. Read, Feel your lies with which you advertise, to get clients. Just read the texts in the 
magazines promoting spiri-books. ‘Happy’ is not enough any more. The books promise you 
now super- or extreme happiness – and of course bliss, peace, joy, enjoying, balance, wisdom, 
light, creativity. If these millions of books were right, just for 10%, the world would look 
already much different. But it doesn’t. Are all the readers so incredibly stupid to not 
understand all your writers’ holy message? Or are you lying? Are you simply lying? Is your 
humble ego lying to egos? 

All your practices to help, guide people to a better life, more satisfaction, being more 
wholistic, having less difficulties or pain, are fraud. There exist no practices that can bring 
you any closer to Reality, to Truth, to the Heart of Life. But you don’t Want (to Be, in and as) 
Reality, you want to go somewhere else, you have better things to do, more bright, less 
painful, more light, less straining. And as long as you and even because you don’t (Want to) 
Know you try to convince yourself that the promise of the Spiri lie is True by trying to 
convince other people of the same. These others are afraid to Feel the Truth, Reality as it 
comes, as it is, so they say they feel something happened during and after and in respect to the 
practice or miracle-ointment – and you are happy that your Lie is confirmed to be true by 
more and more people. If so many (and even more and more) people, tens, millions, believe in 
it, it must be true. How could everybody lie…? You and your companions of the same nest 
don’t want to See or don’t get the point of the fact that always something happens. It simply 
cannot be different. But this has nothing to do with Truth, with Reality. You don’t even have 
to decide or distinguish whether a ‘something’ that is happening brings you in the right 
direction or not. Every direction is wrong, inherently wrong. The Heart of All, Truth, Reality, 
has no direction, no form, you cannot sell it, you cannot buy it, not get it, you cannot read it or 
listen to it, or speak about it. You cannot come closer to It. It’s all pastime, every single one 
of your spiritual activities. It’s like collecting stamps. You cannot change yourself, you cannot 
change Reality. You are Part of Reality, you cannot change yourself thus. You cannot change 
Reality, you cannot, you simply cannot. No one can. And we don’t need to. You always hated 
the Dark, the Dirt, the Pain and you cannot get away from it, never. Whatever you try, it’s in 
vain in advance. You sold yourself to the Light, but didn’t want to Recognize the ‘Devil’ 
always masks and ‘sells’ itself as Light. You’re fooled. And you wanted and still want to be 
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fooled. You were afraid Reality was too big, too crushing, devastating, too hard, too separate, 
too cold, too lonely, too painful. And you sold yourself, all that you had – and have – Truth. 
To cover up your ‘Sin’ you sell the Lie as Truth, as beneficial, as healing, as brilliant, shining, 
intelligent, as miraculous and… 
 

But somewhere someone is crying. 
Who is that? 

 
I just read now a random advertisement for a, nota bene, vipassana-meditation retreat: 

“Three days of enjoying the peacefulness and silence…” Why are people treated like children 
in the spiri-circus (although surely not only there)! What is this for stupid fairytale-business! 
True Meditation is not at all about enjoying. Why advertise with this? Why Lie? Why selling 
yourself? Why want to attract egos, ego longing for rest (among many endless other things, 
valuables)? What are we doing for god’s sake? Why does nobody Stand up against all these 
lies? Why support each other in our Lie-ness – till death do us part? 

The advertisement ends “… that your questions and problems are nothing else than 
mysteries which you can enjoy”. Again I’m manipulated to believe that something is wrong 
with me if I don’t enjoy the Darkness. I’ve totally had it with enjoying. I just Want the Truth, 
the bloody fucking Truth, whatever It takes. And I do not have to enjoy It. And I do not have 
a problem with that. You Hear me, you Liar? 

You also like me to put a smile on my face – at all and no matter if love or hate comes 
through, if joy or disgust makes itself known to me? 

Now my eye accidentally catches some title of a book (for children) written by a 
‘great’ master even: “What to Remember to Be Happy”. Why shouldn’t children be 
‘reminded of’ or in fact to be allowed to be sad, “What to Remember to Be Sad”? What is this 
for manipulation, for cramp, for obsession, for hate against Life, for childish ‘male’ attitude to 
conquer life? 

You – including (quite) some masters – are fooled by the attraction that one side of the 
Coin of Life offers: enjoying. But why do you want to impose your problem – to not See 
through the Lie of it, to be stuck at one side of Life – on others? Because you think you 
know? Because you See the Truth? The Truth of enjoying? And you like to share that so 
much, this and other deep revelations? You humbly invite me to enjoy your unSeen Ego 
(choosing always for the goodies)? Ego hurts. I don’t enjoy it.* I Naturally take the 
unresolved Pain or Unclarity that it is in ‘my’ Heart. It’s a contraction to be Felt in and as the 
Heart ‘and’ the whole Body in fact. If ‘I’ don’t react to the Pain that ‘I’ am offered by your 
humble Lie, if no ‘I’ comes into existence therefore, if ‘I’ don’t resist to resonate with the Lie 
but Simultaneously Allow ‘Something Bigger’, Truth, the Whole, then the contraction or Pain 
dissolves (which sometimes takes a short while, sometimes long) and then, indeed, there can 
be and is a feeling of relief that can even be called joy sometimes. 
                                                
* Even though, true, sometimes it happens that an Overview comes and the whole fuckin’ Fight with Ego is 

suddenly of a magnificent Beauty. 99% of the struggle though is about submitting to the actuality of the Pain, 
of the Stuckness that Ego is for Heart ‘and’ Body. 
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Enjoy the Lie… 
 
But Somewhere Something is Crying. 
What is That? 


